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ABSTRACT: Charge separation and extraction dynamics
were investigated in high-performance bulk heterojunction
solar cells made from the polymer PTB7 and the soluble
fullerene PC71BM on a broad time scale from subpicosecond
to microseconds using ultrafast optical probing of carrier drift
and the integral-mode photocurrent measurements. We show
that the short circuit current is determined by the separation of
charge pairs into free carriers, which is strongly inﬂuenced by
blend composition. This separation is found to be eﬃcient in
fullerene-rich blends where a high electron mobility of >0.1
cm2 V−1 s−1 is observed in the ﬁrst 10 ps after excitation.
Morphology optimization using the solvent additive 1,8diiodooctane (DIO) doubles the charge pair separation eﬃciency and the short-circuit current. Carrier extraction at low internal
electric ﬁeld is slightly faster from the cells prepared with DIO, which can reduce recombination losses and enhance a ﬁll factor.

■

INTRODUCTION
The limited supply of fossil fuels and rising energy demands
have encouraged research into renewable energy sources, with
photovoltaics proving to be a suitable candidate. Interest in
organic and hybrid solar cells has grown due to their ability to
produce ﬂexible lightweight devices with low manufacturing
costs and an abundant supply of environmentally friendly
materials. Small-scale single-junction organic solar cells now
achieve power conversion eﬃciencies over 10%.1−4 The best
performance is achieved using a bulk heterojunction where an
electron donor (usually a conjugated polymer) and an acceptor
(usually a fullerene) are blended to obtain a large interfacial
area for charge carrier generation. Progress has been spurred on
by the synthesis of novel polymers and optimization of
processing conditions. One of the most eﬃcient blends is of
the polymer PTB7 and the soluble fullerene PC71BM, and it
achieves high eﬃciency using a high-boiling-point solvent
additive 1,8-di-iodooctane (DIO) for processing the active
layer.4−9 The inﬂuence of DIO on the morphology of
PTB7:PC71BM blends has previously been investigated in
detail, which indicated that the blends prepared without
additive show pure fullerene clusters of 20−60 nm in size
which form large agglomerates embedded in a polymer-rich
matrix containing about 30 wt % of fullerene.10−13 The addition
of DIO to the casting solvent improves the miscibility of
PC71BM with PTB7, dramatically shrinks the size of the clusters
to several nanometers, and forms interpenetrating polymer-rich
and fullerene-rich phases of tens of nanometers in size.10,12
Fluorescence quenching was found to be of similar eﬃciency in
© 2016 American Chemical Society

blends prepared with additive and without, suggesting that the
increase of power conversion eﬃciency is not due to more
eﬃcient charge generation.12 This is consistent with the power
conversion eﬃciency enhancements occurring in both the
polymer and fullerene absorption regions, suggesting that the
improvement results from reduced carrier recombination.10,12
The origin of reduced recombination is not known; possible
explanations include improved charge separation, higher carrier
mobility, or reduced charge trapping.12,14−16 It is therefore clear
that a detailed understanding of the free carrier generation,
transport, and extraction in this important high-performance
blend is lacking.
In this work, we combine transient photocurrent measurements with ultrafast optical probes of carrier mobility to
investigate charge separation and motion dynamics in
PTB7:PC71BM solar cells in order to understand the reasons
behind the increased eﬃciency of devices prepared with the
additive DIO. We demonstrate that the increase of photocurrent in devices prepared with DIO occurs because of a
higher dissociation eﬃciency of photogenerated charge pairs
into free carriers. The enhancement of the carrier extraction
rate is observed at a low built-in electric ﬁeld and can contribute
to a higher ﬁll factor of DIO-prepared solar cells. We measured
time-dependent carrier mobility in devices prepared using
diﬀerent blending ratios and show that carrier transport is
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the same pump pulses and recording the voltage on a 10 kΩ
load resistor connected in series with the solar cell using a 500
MHz bandwidth Agilent Technologies oscilloscope
DSO5054A. The pump pulse energy was adjusted to give
photocurrent transients which were independent of pump
energy, indicating negligible nongeminate recombination of
charge pairs. The measurements were performed using pump
pulse energy densities of 80, 120, 160, and 500 nJ cm−2 in the
solar cells prepared with the PTB7:PC71BM blending ratios of
40:60, 20:80, 10:90, and 90:10 by weight, respectively.

limited by connectivity of fullerene/polymer domains in
addition to trapping at low energy sites. These results give
new insights into the inﬂuence of morphology on charge
separation and transport, providing a full picture of the
dynamics of these processes helping to understand the
operation mechanisms and the ways to improve the performance.

■

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Solar Cell Preparation and Characterization. PTB7
with a molecular weight of 92000 and a polydispersity of 2.6
was obtained from 1-Material, Inc. PC71BM of 99% purity was
obtained from Solenne and DIO from Sigma-Aldrich. PTB7
and fullerene were dissolved in chlorobenzene (HPLC grade
from Sigma-Aldrich) at ratios of 90:10, 40:60, 20:80, and 10:90
by weight and stirred at 50 °C for 4−5 h. We will call these
blends [P90:F10], [P40:F60], [P20:F80], and [P10:F90],
respectively, where the ﬁrst number denotes the relative
amount of the polymer. For the samples prepared with DIO,
3% of it by volume was added to the solution which was then
stirred for a further 5 min. The blends were spin-coated on a
∼40 nm layer of PEDOT:PSS which was spin-coated on an
indium−tin oxide coated glass substrate. The thickness of the
PTB7:fullerene layer was ∼115 nm. The layers of calcium (∼20
nm) and aluminum (∼100 nm) were subsequently deposited
by vacuum sublimation. The structure was encapsulated with a
glass coverslip and epoxy. The current−voltage characteristics
were measured under AM1.5 conditions using a solar simulator
from Sciencetech and the intensity calibrated with an ORIEL
reference cell with KG5 ﬁlter. The spectral mismatch factor was
close to unity (0.995) for PTB7:PC71BM. An aperture of the
same size as the pixel was used to avoid contribution from stray
light outside the device area.
Measurements of Carrier Drift Dynamics. To measure
the carrier-drift dynamics, we have used the time-resolved
electric-ﬁeld-induced second-harmonic generation (TREFISH)
technique, which was described in detail elsewhere.17 Brieﬂy, a
pulsed p-polarized probe light is shone on a cell at ∼45°
incidence angle. An applied electric ﬁeld F breaks centrosymmetry of the blend for incident light so that the second
harmonic of the probe light (SH) is generated and its intensity
is proportional to F2. An optical pump pulse which overlaps
spatially with the probe light generates charge pairs which drift
in response to electric ﬁeld, and so they shield the internal
electric ﬁeld and reduce the SH intensity. In this way, the
intensity of SH can be used to directly monitor carrier drift in
the cell by changing the time delay between pump and probe
pulses. The solar cell acts as a parallel plate capacitor; thus, F =
(Uappl + ΔW/e)/L where Uappl is the applied reverse bias, ΔW =
−0.8 eV is the diﬀerence of work functions of the electrodes, L
is the distance between the electrodes, and e is the elementary
charge. The SH dependence on the applied voltage without a
pump pulse was measured ﬁrst and used later to obtain the
strength of the internal electric ﬁeld from the TREFISH signal.
Probe pulses at 800 nm and 1 kHz repetition rate were
generated by a regenerative ampliﬁer (Quantronix Integra-C),
and SH was detected using a photomultiplier tube. The pump
pulses were generated in an optical parametric ampliﬁer
TOPAS-C (Light Conversion) and excited the cell at 500
Hz, i.e., at every other probe pulse. The pump wavelength was
680 nm, which is the absorption maximum of the polymer.
Pump and probe pulses were 150 fs long. The integral-mode
photocurrent transients were measured simultaneously using

■

RESULTS
Photovoltaic Response. Figure 1 shows the current−
voltage characteristics of the solar cells at the optimum blend

Figure 1. Current−voltage characteristics of the PTB7:PC71BM
[40:60] solar cells under 1 Sun illumination.

ratio [P40:F60], prepared with and without DIO measured
under AM1.5 illumination conditions. The device prepared
with DIO shows about two times higher short-circuit current
(Jsc) and ﬁll factor (FF). The open circuit voltage (Voc) does
not depend on the solvent additive. The power conversion
eﬃciency (PCE) of the device prepared with DIO was 5.4% at
AM1.5 conditions. It is important to note that our device stack
has identical active layer properties (blend ratio, solution
concentration, spin-coating deposition parameters, thickness,
deposition onto PEDOT) as the best reported devices but
suﬀers from lower overall performance owing to nonoptimized
contacts, giving us eﬃciencies comparable to those which
others report with similar nonoptimized contacts.5,10,12 Nonetheless, we still see the same dramatic improvement in overall
device performance with the addition of DIO and can use this
as a basis for understanding in this article how the changes in
morphology that are known to be occurring inﬂuence the
electronic properties of the device.
Charge Separation and Extraction Dynamics in
Optimized Cells. Figure 2 shows the photoinduced voltage
drop ΔU in the devices with 60 wt % of PC71BM which have
the highest power conversion eﬃciency. It is measured by
TREFISH in the time range from 0 to 3 ns using ΔU = ΔF(t)L
where ΔF(t) is a decrease of the electric ﬁeld strength due to
carrier displacement and L is the sample thickness. The longtime data are obtained from the integral-mode photocurrent.
The combination of the two techniques enables us to monitor
carrier drift kinetics from subpicoseconds to tens of microseconds, starting from their photogeneration up to extraction
from the devices. The photoinduced voltage drop is proportional to the amount of extracted charge in a time interval t
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on the charge separation eﬃciency, we studied the dependence
of the amount of extracted charge in 1 μs on the applied
external voltage (Figure 3). The amount of extracted charge

Figure 2. Photoinduced voltage drop in devices with 60 wt % of
PC71BM at 3 V reverse bias (a) and at the built-in ﬁeld only (b) as a
function of time after the pump pulse. The results are derived from
TREFISH measurements up to 3 ns and from the integral-mode
photocurrent at longer times (note log scale after the axis break). Black
curves correspond to devices without DIO, blue to devices with DIO.
Black dotted curves show the kinetics from devices without DIO which
are scaled to match the voltage drop in devices with DIO at late times.
Pump density was 4 × 1011 absorbed photons/cm2 at the peak of
polymer absorption (680 nm).

1
ΔU (t ) =
C

∫0

Figure 3. Photoinduced voltage drop at 1 μs from the integral-mode
photocurrent measurements vs an applied external voltage in devices
with diﬀerent blend ratios for the excitation density of 4 × 1011
absorbed photons/cm2. Dotted black and blue curves correspond to
the devices without and with DIO, respectively.

t

I(t ′) dt ′

(1)

where C is the sample capacitance and I(t) is photocurrent. The
voltage drop at long times is proportional to the total amount
of extracted charge from the device. At 1000 ns, it is two times
bigger in devices prepared with DIO, which agrees well with the
approximately two times higher photocurrent observed in
current−voltage characteristics at the short-circuit condition
and at reverse bias (Figure 1). In order to more clearly compare
the extraction kinetics, Figure 2 presents the voltage kinetics for
the sample without DIO normalized to that for the sample with
DIO. They show that charge extraction at the 3 V bias is only
marginally faster from the cell prepared with DIO. The
diﬀerence is slightly stronger at 0 V bias. This indicates that the
extraction eﬃciency of free carriers with a strong internal ﬁeld
is not particularly sensitive to morphology and suggests that the
increased short circuit photocurrent in devices prepared with
DIO is mainly due to more eﬃcient charge separation rather
than extraction. Combining this with previous observations that
the charge generation eﬃciency is similar in blends prepared
with additive and without,12 we conclude that the increase of
photocurrent in devices prepared with DIO occurs mainly
because of a higher dissociation eﬃciency of photogenerated
charge pairs. The charge extraction at 0 V bias is faster in a
device prepared with DIO as the time taken to extract a half of
the charge decreases from 60 ns without DIO to 40 ns with
DIO. In this case, the internal electric ﬁeld in the cell is lower
than at the short circuit condition because the total voltage
drop on the load resistor comes to nearly a half of the built-in
voltage. A faster charge extraction from DIO-prepared devices
at low built-in ﬁeld reduces recombination losses and can
explain the higher ﬁll factor of solar cells prepared with DIO.
Inﬂuence of Internal Electric Field. In order to explore
the inﬂuence of electric ﬁeld, blend ratio, and the use of DIO

from the cell with 10 wt % fullerene shows approximately linear
dependence on the reverse bias with no saturation even at −4
V. At its maximum, ΔU from this cell is still about 20 times
lower than from the cells with high fullerene content. This
indicates that in the blend with low fullerene content the charge
pairs are strongly bound and can only be separated by strong
electric ﬁelds. It is interesting to note that the additive DIO
decreases the amount of extracted charge from the polymerrich blend, which is opposite to what is observed in the
fullerene-rich blends, and the reduction factor is independent of
the applied bias. In contrast, the amount of charge extracted
from other three blends is much higher and shows a weak
dependence on the bias between −1 and −4 V indicating that a
weaker electric ﬁeld is suﬃcient to drive charge separation in
fullerene-rich blends. This result is consistent with previous
observations of eﬃcient free carrier generation in fullerene-rich
blends18,19 and much higher initial electron mobility in the
fullerene than the hole mobility in the electron donors observed
by means of THz spectroscopy.20 The amount of charge
extracted from the blends with 80 and 90 wt % fullerene
increases by about 30% with the increase of the negative bias
between −1 and −4 V (Figure 3 c,d). We attribute this to
carrier generation from excitons deep inside PC71BM domains,
a process which is assisted by an electric ﬁeld. At high PC71BM
concentrations the absorption by fullerene at the excitation
wavelength (680 nm) is comparable to that of the polymer and
many excitons are generated deep inside the fullerene phase.
The three-dimensional exciton diﬀusion length in PC71BM can
be estimated as 6Dτ where D is exciton diﬀusivity and τ is the
exciton lifetime. Using the reported D and τ values,12 we
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extraction rate from the fullerene-rich blends, but slightly slows
down carrier extraction from the polymer-rich blend.
In order to evaluate the electron and hole mobilities and
their dependence on the blend ratio, we have ﬁtted the
photoinduced voltage drop to a sum of integrated electron and
hole photocurrents

estimate the exciton diﬀusion length of about 7 nm in the bulk
PC71BM. With polymer concentrations at only 10−20 wt % not
all excitons created in fullerene domains reach the heterojunction. Charge carriers can be generated inside the fullerene
domains with the assistance of an electric ﬁeld as observed
previously21,22 which can explain why the free carrier yield is
bias-dependent. This suggests that carrier generation mechanism in the fullerene-rich blends could be diﬀerent, depending
if photon is absorbed by the polymer or by PC71BM.
Eﬀect of Blend Ratio and Solvent Additive on Carrier
Mobility. In order to understand the role of electron and hole
motion in charge separation and the eﬀect of morphology we
studied the time-dependence of carrier extraction from devices
prepared with diﬀerent blend ratios (Figure 4). The blends with

ΔU (t ) = −

eFA
C

∫0

t

[Neμe (t ′) + Nhμ h (t ′)] dt ′

(2)

Here, e is the electron and hole charge, F is the electric ﬁeld
strength, A is the area illuminated by the pump pulse, C is the
cell capacitance, Ne,h(t) = N0(1 − ⟨χe,h(t)⟩/L) are the average
electron and hole concentrations in the cell with an account for
carrier extraction, μe,h are their mobilities, N0 is the density of
generated charge pairs, and ⟨χe(t)⟩ and ⟨χh(t)⟩ are the average
electron and hole drift distances ⟨χe,h(t)⟩ = F ∫ t0μe,h(t) dt. The
model assumes homogeneous carrier generation within the
sample thickness. We approximated the electron and hole
mobilities by functions μe,h(t) = μ0e,ht−α to account for their
time dependences. A similar modeling procedure has been used
in ref 18. Because of very low excitation densities, the losses to
nongeminate carrier recombination are negligible. Figure 5
presents the ﬁts to the voltage kinetics for blends without DIO
as well as the electron and hole contributions to it. The
simulations reproduce the experimental results well for the
[P40:F60] and [P20:F80] samples, while the ﬁts for the two

Figure 4. Photoinduced voltage drop for the pump density of 4 × 1011
absorbed photons/cm2 in PTB7:PC71BM devices with very low and
high fullerene content at 3 V reverse bias. Black curves correspond to
devices without DIO, blue to devices with DIO. Black dotted curves
show the kinetics from devices without DIO which are scaled to match
the voltage drop in devices with DIO at long times.

high fullerene content show an enhancement of the amount of
extracted charge when prepared with DIO. The enhancement
factor is slightly lower than that observed in a blend with 60 wt
% fullerene (Figure 2). All fullerene-rich blends show a fast
extraction phase within 10 ns which is followed by a slow phase
on the 10−100 ns time scale. The fast phase gets faster with
increasing fullerene content. In the blend with 60 wt %
fullerene a half of the mobile carriers are extracted in ∼10 ns at
a 3 V reverse bias (Figure 2a), whereas in the blend with 80 wt
% fullerene this happens in ∼2 ns (Figure 4b). Even faster
carrier extraction is observed in the blend with 90 wt %
fullerene, which is complete in ∼0.5 ns. This is similar to
previous observations of very fast electron extraction from neat
PC61BM ﬁlms.21 In contrast, carrier extraction from the
polymer-rich blend is much slower and occurs on a 100−
1000 ns time scale. This trend allows us to assign the fast
extraction phase in fullerene-rich blends to electrons and the
slow phase to holes. The additive DIO enhances the electron

Figure 5. Modeling results of the carrier extraction kinetics from the
cells prepared with diﬀerent blend ratios without DIO at 3 V reverse
bias. Black lines are the experimental data, green lines are the modeled
kinetics, blue and red lines show electron and hole contributions,
respectively. Insets show time-dependent electron (blue lines) and
hole (red lines) mobility obtained from the ﬁts. Shadows show the
estimated error ranges.
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DISCUSSION
Let us discuss our experimental ﬁndings by taking into
consideration the results of previous studies of blend
morphology and the inﬂuence of the solvent additive. In the
most eﬃcient blend of [P40:F60] with DIO, an optimum
morphology of a ﬁnely interpenetrating network of PTB7 and
PC71BM is formed and the total amount of extracted charge is
double that of a blend prepared without DIO. Here, we have
been able to show that this enhancement is based on a higher
dissociation eﬃciency of generated charge pairs into free
carriers which is independent of the applied electric ﬁeld. An
internal quantum eﬃciency of >0.9 has been demonstrated in
PTB7:PC71BM solar cells prepared with DIO,4−6,12 implying
that the free carrier generation eﬃciency is close to unity in
optimized blends. Since the charge-generation eﬃciency was
found to be similar in blends prepared with additive and
without,12 this indicates that about a half of generated charge
pairs in the blends prepared without DIO never dissociate into
free charge carriers. Previous studies of morphology and
photophysics of PTB7:PC71BM blends prepared without
additive showed large pure fullerene clusters of 20−60 nm in
size which were embedded in a polymer-rich phase with about
30 wt % of fullerene mixed in it.10−13 Based on our
observations of the pair dissociation eﬃciency being low in
polymer-rich blends, we suggest that the geminate charge pairs
generated between polymer and dispersed fullerene molecules
in the polymer-rich phase never dissociate, as illustrated in
Figure 6. This happens because the hole mobility in PTB7 is

extreme blend ratios are much worse. It is apparent that the
power law functions cannot adequately describe the time
dependences of the carrier mobilities at very low donor or
acceptor concentrations. This is not surprising because these
concentrations are at the percolation limit, and one type of
carriers will inevitably encounter dead ends of charge
transporting domains.23 As Figures 2 and 4 show, normalized
carrier motion dynamics in blends with and without DIO are
very similar, giving very similar mobility values and kinetics;
therefore, they are not presented and we will not specify it in
discussion. The simulated electron and hole contributions to
integrated current show that just about 50% of electrons are
extracted in 1 μs from the blend with 10 wt % of fullerene
(Figure 5a) and only about 2% of holes from the blend with 90
wt % of fullerene (Figure 5d). This indicates that the extraction
of the rest of carriers takes much longer time than 1 μs in these
blends with extreme ratios; thus, carrier extraction is strongly
unbalanced. In solar cells with the optimal blend ratio of 60 wt
% of fullerene electrons are extracted in ∼40 ns at a −3 V bias,
whereas the hole extraction takes ∼200 ns. This indicates that
carrier extraction is slightly unbalanced in optimized devices.
The insets show the simulated electron and hole mobilities. In
the blends with the fullerene content of 60, 80, and 90 wt %,
the electron mobility in the ﬁrst 10 ps after the pump pulse is
>0.1 cm2 V−1 s−1. High electron mobility drives fast dissociation
of generated charge pairs into free carriers. The blend with 90
wt % of fullerene shows a weak μe ∝ t−0.3 time dependence
which can be explained by electron trapping at low energy sites.
For comparison, the electron mobility in blends with 60 and 80
wt % fullerene shows a stronger time dependence μe ∝ t−0.6,
suggesting that there is another mechanism that slows down the
electron mobility in addition to relaxation to low energy sites. It
is natural to assume that the electron mobility decreases when
electrons reach the boundaries of fullerene clusters and
fullerene-rich domains. This assumption is supported by an
about 10 times lower initial electron mobility in the blend with
10 wt % fullerene and its rapid decrease with time as μe ∝ t−0.7,
both showing that the electron transport is at a percolation
limit in this blend. The highest initial hole mobility is observed
in the optimized blend with 40 wt % of polymer and not in the
blend with 90 wt % of polymer, indicating that the slow
dissociation of bound electron−hole pairs limits the hole
mobility in the polymer-rich blend. The time-dependence of
hole mobility is very similar to that of electrons and follows μh
∝ t−0.3 in the polymer-rich blend, which changes to μh ∝ t−0.7 in
the blend with 10 wt % of the polymer. Our results suggest
comparable hole and electron mobilities of around 10−4 cm2
V−1 s−1 in the blends with 60 wt % fullerene at 100 ns. This is in
good agreement with the previously reported electron and hole
mobilities for space-charge-limited current in blends of PTB7
with the fullerene PC61BM with the same blend ratio.24 The
same study has reported a sharp decrease of hole mobility when
the fullerene concentration increased beyond 83 wt %, which
also agrees with our results. This suggests that approximation of
the time-dependent carrier mobility using the power law
functions give a realistic separation of the integrated electron
and hole photocurrents. Our results also suggest that the
mobility of both types of carriers is controlled by low energy
and spatial traps in the blends. The initial values of hole
mobility, however, are not strongly dependent on the blend
ratio. This can be explained by the faster hole transport along
the conjugated polymer chains as compared to transport
between chains.25

Figure 6. Schematic of the proposed charge separation mechanism in
PTB7:PC71BM solar cells. According to previous morphology studies,
the blends prepared without additive form pure fullerene clusters of
20−60 nm in size which are embedded in a polymer-rich phase with
about 30 wt % fullerene mixed in it.10−13 The charge pairs generated at
the dispersed fullerene molecules do not dissociate because of low hole
mobility, and only charge pairs generated at the fullerene clusters give
photovoltaic response. The addition of DIO to the casting solvent
improves the miscibility of PC71BM with PTB7 and forms interpenetrating polymer-rich and fullerene-rich phases of tens of
nanometers in size.10,12 Charge separation in these blends is driven
by fast electron motion in the fullerene-rich phase. Small-scale phase
separation also improves charge transport at low built-in ﬁeld.

inherently low and fullerene molecules in the polymer-rich
phase are too far from each other. PTB7:PC71BM blends
prepared using the additive DIO have been shown to consist of
interpenetrating polymer-rich and fullerene-rich domains of
tens of nanometers in size, and large pure domains were no
longer observed.10−12 These polymer- and fullerene-rich
domains imply that there is a concentration gradient of
donor and acceptor molecules between these domains. In such
a morphology, charge separation can be thermodynamically
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extraction is unbalanced in optimized devices with electron
extraction being about 10 times faster than the hole extraction.

driven as the entropy increases with carrier motion from the
lower to higher concentration of acceptor molecules. For
eﬃcient charge separation all fullerene molecules have to be
well connected to provide unperturbed electron motion. An
insight into the development of a well-connected fullerene
network in blends of PTB7 with a fullerene PC61BM processed
with DIO has been given by in situ measurements of the
grazing incidence small-angle X-ray scattering during solvent
evaporation.26 These studies showed rapid formation of
crystalline PTB7 aggregates driven by rapid evaporation of
chlorobenzene but spontaneous phase separation was not
observed presumably because of very slow evaporation of DIO
which is a good solvent for fullerene molecules. Shrinkage of
the fullerene domains in PTB7:fullerene blends with addition of
DIO is diﬀerent from DIO’s role in altering the morphology in
other photovoltaic blends where it promotes phase separation
of two intimately mixed materials.27 Morphology optimization
increases the free carrier yield, the short circuit current and the
ﬁll factor, whereas the open circuit voltage (VOC) is not aﬀected
by it (Figure 1). These results are consistent with previous
observations.5,10,12 The contacts in these cells are nonselective
(no charge blocking layers); therefore, VOC is determined not
only by the built-in potential and charge transport but is also
reduced by surface recombination (extraction to wrong
contacts by diﬀusion). We speculate that in our case the
voltage loss to surface recombination is entirely determined by
contacts which can explain why VOC is not diﬀerent.
The increase of free carrier yield with DIO is also observed in
blends with 80 and 90 wt % fullerene, but the eﬀect is less
pronounced presumably because the fullerene molecules are
better connected at higher concentration even without DIO.
We also found that DIO increases the carrier extraction velocity
at weak electric ﬁeld which can be explained by improved
connectivity of nanostructured polymer-rich and fullerene-rich
domains providing faster percolation channels for extraction of
both types of carriers. The DIO enhances the performance of
all fullerene-rich blends, but it reduces the amount of extracted
charge from the polymer-rich blend. Even though the charge
separation in the polymer-rich blend shows strong electric ﬁeld
dependence, the reduction factor of extracted charge with DIO
is ﬁeld-independent, suggesting that DIO changes the
morphology of this nonoptimum polymer-rich blend, too.
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